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ABSTRACT  

Blackout restoration is important process in power system. It have so many strategies to restore the power system, 
Processing time is the vital role in Power system restoration. Here parallel power system restoration methodology 
computed by Virtual instrumentation and DAQ device as quickly as possible. In this paper deals with IEEE 39 bus system. 
Using graph theory to find the shortest path for each node, it will embed in the virtual instrumentation. This virtual model 
result shows the processing time to execute the restoration process.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The proposed graph theory based method 
assesses the power system in blackout and represents the 
required information in a graph. The graph is initially used 
to determine the sectionalizing strategy. To do so, an un-
normalized spectral clustering algorithm is implemented. 
The method then applies parallel power system 
restoration, restoring the created islands in parallel. Thus, 
the restoration process is speeded up. An algorithm for 
computing the k-shortest simple paths from the black- start 
unit in each island to the nonblack-start units and loads in 
the same island is then carried out. By implementing the 
pro- posed method, cranking power can be rapidly sent to 
nonblack-start units and loads can be picked up quickly. 
The new graph theory based method is tested on the 39 
IEEE bus systems using virtual instrumentation. 

Parallel power system restoration as it 
sectionalizes the power system by islands. Each island 
should have the Black start unit, NON Black start unit and 
limited critical loads. All the islands are parallel restoring 
so it takes very less time to restoring power system. Black 
start power plant are without start-up power it will operate 
such as hydro power plant. Each island must have one 
Black start unit to start up all other load and NBS unit. 
 
GRAPH THEORY AND SHORTEST PATH 
ALGORITHM  
 
GRAPH THEORY 

Graph is a collection of vertices connected by lines 
(edges).  Normally graphs are consists of set of vertices (v) 
and edges (e). It is represented by G=(v, e) Graphs are  
mainly of  two types . They are directed graph and 
undirected graph. The directed graphs are such that the 
lines with arrows which travels in one direction. The 
undirected graphs have no edges and it goes in 
bidirectional. In graph theory we have some terminologies 
such as a graph with no edges is empty and with no 
vertices called as null graphs. Graphs may be weighted or 
un-weighted. Weighted graph is that edges of graph have a 
value whereas in un-weighted graphs the edges have no 

value. There are two basic algorithms for graph theory. 
They are  
 
 Depth first search 
 Breadth first search 

In a breadth first search, we have to start at the 
root node, and then scan each node in the first level 
starting from the leftmost node towards the right. Then 
you continue scanning the second level (starting from the 
left) and the third level, and so on until you’ve scanned all 
the nodes, or until you find the actual node that you were 
searching for.  The pointers are stored in FIFO (First-In-
First-Out) queue. The Breadth first search uses a huge 
amount of memory because we have to store the pointers. 

In a depth first search, you start at the root, and 
scan from top to bottom. Depth first search follow one of 
the branches of the tree as far as possible until either the 
node you are searched for is found or you hit node with no 
children. 
 
SHORTEST PATH ALGORITHM 

Dijkstra algorithm is one of the shortest path 
algorithms which is used to find the shortest path between 
nodes in a graph. In 1950 Edsger W. Dijkstra conceived 
the algorithm. Steps for Dijkstra algorithm: We have to 
assign a distance value to every node. For the initial node 
set it to zero and infinity to other nodes. Set the initial 
node as current and the other nodes are marked as 
unvisited. Create a set of all unvisited nodes called as 
unvisited set. From the current node, calculate their 
tentative distances towards neighbor unvisited nodes. 
Compare the newly calculated tentative distance to current 
assumed values and assume smaller one. When we 
completed everything, mark the current node as visited 
and remove it from unvisited set. A visited node will not 
be checked again. If destination node has been marked 
visited then stop. Otherwise select the unvisited node with 
small tentative distance set it as new current node and goes 
back to previous steps. 
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VIRTUAL INSTRUMENTATION AND DAQ 
DEVICE  

Virtual instrumentation is one of the methods of 
graphical program flow model. In this LabVIEW software 
are used for virtual instrumentation. VI model has easily 
interfaced with Data acquisition device for acquiring data. 
That data is processed depends on the program flow it 
responds as the actuator. Virtual instrumentation is a real 
time system; it is easily interfaced with the real time 
system. Virtual instrumentation is having two windows 
such as Front panel and block diagram.  
 
PROPOSED MODEL 

Power system restoration is tested in IEEE 39 bus 
system. In this PPSR (parallel power system restoration   
algorithm are using for restoring process. Graph theory is 
used to find the shortest path algorithm for each island. 
This model will embed in the Virtual instrumentation, so it 
easily accessing the data from all the buses using Data 
acquisition device. So it will restore the system as fast as 
possible 
 

 
 

Figure-1. Block diagram for proposed model. 
 

Virtual instrumentation collecting the data from 
the IEEE 39 bus system through the Data acquisition 
device, with the help of graph theory and PPSR algorithm 
it generating the control sequence it control the IEEE 39 
bus system with actuator devices.  
 
VIRTUAL INSTRUMENTATION (FRONT PANEL 
AND BLOCK DIAGRAM): 

Virtual instrumentation front panel is shown in 
the figure. Front panel is the user interface window, it 
show the indication and control sequence each Black start 
unit, Non Black start unit, Critical load, Bus energise and 
load. It shows the processing time of restoration for each 
island.  

Virtual instrumentation Block diagram window is 
shown in the figure. Program flow was derived by flat 
sequence structure. Three flat sequences are used for 
handling the island. Each flat sequence it have sequential 
excitation for each blocks with time delay.   
 

 
 

Figure-2. Front panel window VI. 
 

 
 

Figure-3. Block diagram window VI. 
 

Table-1. Time to action during PSR. 
 

Action 
Process 
number 

Action 
Time 
(min) 

Restart BS unit P1 15 

Energize a bus from BS unit P2 5 

Connect tie line P3 25 

Crank power to a NBS unit from 
a bus 

P4 15 

Synchronized subsystems P4 20 

Pick up load P5 10 

 
From the above table we can refer that the action 

takes place each process from process number (P1 to P5) 
and we have given the time taken for the action in 
minutes. Restart BS unit occurs at process P1 and the 
action time for the particular process is 15 min. In the 
same way energize a bus from BS unit action occurs at 
process P2 and the time taken by the action is 5 min. 
When connect tie line action happens it occurs at the 
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process P2 and the time taken by the action is 25 min. 
Crank power to a NBS unit from a bus occurs at process 
P4 and the action time took by that process is 15 min. 
synchronized subsystems action occurs at process P4 and 
the action time is 20 min. Where pick-up load action 
occurs at the process P5 and the time taken by that is 10 
min 
 
SIMULATION RESULT  

The proposed method was tested and validated in 
IEEE 39 bus from blackout. Front panel simulation result 
was shown in the Figure. IEEE 39 bus system will 
sectionalize in three islands. Each island represents the 
different indicator colours. Island 1 indicates green colour 
in that BS unit is G2 then it has 1 NBS unit and 6 load. 
Island 2 indicated by Red colour in that BS unit is G10 
then it has 3 NBS unit and 7 loads. Island 3 indicated by 

light blue colour in the BS unit is G6 then it has 3 NBS 
units and 6 loads. 
 

 
 

Figure-4. Front panel during power system restoration 
Island 1. 

 
Table-2. Island 1 restoration details. 

 

Node PATH 
RESTORED 
ELEMENTS 

ACTIONS TIME(min) 

B31 G2 P1 15 

B31 Critical load P5 10 

B31-B6-B11-
B10-B32 

G3 P4 35 

B5-B4 Load P2, P5 20 

B14-B15 Load P2, P5 20 

B13-B12 Load P2, P5 15 

B7 Load P2, P5 15 

B8-B9 Load P2, P5 20 

 
Let us consider Island-2 here B refers to Bus, G2 

refers to Black start generator, Critical load refers to NBS 
(Non-Black start) Generators. Here Path refers that the 
current transfers from one node to the other. Restored 
elements were listed in the table; actions were described 
by Process (P1 to P5). The time taken by the action is 
measured in min. 
 
ISLAND 2 

Let us consider Bus B30 path then the restored 
elements is G10 which is a Black start generator and the 
actions are P1, P2 the time taken for each action is 15 min. 
Then Bus B30-B2-B3 the restored elements are critical 
load and the actions are P2, P5 the time taken is 20 min. 
For B25 restored elements are load and the actions are P2 
P5 the time taken is 15 min. whereas B37 is a NBS and the 
process is P2 P5 the tine taken is 20 min. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table-3. Island 2 restoration path details. 
 

PATH 
Restored 
Elements 

Actions 
Time 

Taken(min) 

B30 G10 P2 P1 15 

B30-B2-B3 
Critical 
Load

P5 20 

B18 Load P2 P5 15 

B25 Load P2 P5 15 

B37 G8 NBS P2 P4 20 

B1-B39 
G1 NBS, 

Load 
P4, P5 35 

B26 Load P2 P5 15 

B28 Load P2 P5 15 

B29 Load P2 P5 15 

B38 G9 P2 P4 20 

 
ISLAND 3 

From the above table B35 is the BS (Black start 
generator) the actions are P1 and the time taken is 15 min. 
Whereas B35-B22-B23 restored elements are critical load 
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and the actions are P2 P5 and the time taken is 25 min. 
B24 is the path restored elements are Load and the actions 
are P2 P5 the time taken is 15 min. B33 is the path 
restored elements are G4 NBS and the actions are P2 P5 
and the time taken is 25 min. 
 

Table-4. Island 2 restoration path details. 
 

PATH 
Restored 
elements 

Actions 
Time 

Taken(min) 

B35 G6 BS P1 15 

B35-B22-
B23 

Critical 
Load 

P2 P5 25 

B36 G7 NBS P2 P4 25 

B24 Load P2 P5 15 

B16 Load P2 P5 15 

B19-B20 Load P2 P5 20 

B34 G5 P2 P4 20 

B21 Load P2 P5 15 

B33 G4 NBS P2 P4 25 

B17-B27 Load P2 P4 20 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed model tested and validated in IEEE 
39 bus system using virtual instrumentation and graph 
theory. Proposed model result shows the processing time 
of each island. Each island restores parallel manner then it 
synchronised. In future this model embeds in artificial 
intelligence to make system as an effective manner.  
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